2017 TRACK SEEDING PROCEDURE

Voting on Seeded Teams
A.

Each school shall vote for all teams. This procedure shall be done
online at www.cdab.org. Schools that fail to fulfill the following pretournament responsibilities are subject to a $150 fine for each
violation: 1. Participate in the seeding process ; 2. Follow the
defined seeding procedure; 3. Submit tournament material by
defined deadlines; 4. Have a representative present at the draw
meeting. The AD of each school will receive this information. Division
I Boys and Girls and Division III Boys and Girls are the only teams
seeding.

B.

The team with the greatest number of points shall be seeded #1. The
team with the next greatest number of points shall be seeded #2, etc.

C.

In case of a tie, only the top-tied teams will be re-voted upon.

D.

If a tie should occur the third time, a flip of the coin shall determine the
seeded team.

Regional Qualifiers
A.

Division I Boys have sixteen (16) regional qualifiers and Division I Girls
have (12) twelve regional qualifiers. Division II Boys and Girls have
four (4) regional qualifiers. Division III Boys and Girls have eight (8)
regional qualifiers.

Placement of Teams in Each District
A.

The lowest seeded teams shall select first. All teams shall be placed
into the districts until the number of regional qualifying teams is
reached. There will be no passing.

B.

The remaining teams shall then select by rank order, i.e. the highest
seeded chooses first, followed by the second highest seed, etc. The
highest seeded team may select to pass if they wish to wait for a lower
seeded team to select first, i.e., if the one seed chooses to pass, it
becomes the two seed’s selection. When the next seed has selected,

it becomes the one seed’s selection again. When a section is full, the
selecting team may bump the lowest seeded team to an alternate
section.

C.

If a school fails to have a representative present at the coaches’
meeting, the tournament manager shall place the school in a section
last. A school is considered late if the school representative arrives
after the first seeded team is placed in a section. If more than one
school fails to have a representative at the drawing and coaches’
meeting the tournament manager shall place the schools into sections
from highest seed to lowest seed.

D.

The Tournament Manager shall rule on any procedures not covered by
this policy.

.

